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DEFINITIONS EXPLANATORY OF THE POSITION OF
"THE OPEN COURT."
The Data

of experience are perceptions.

Reality

the

Truth

is

is

sum

of existence.

Morally good are those acts which are in harmony with the All,
those which enhance progress, and morally bad z.t& those

e.,

i.

which are not
total of all that

is.

in

harmony with

the All,

;'.

those which retard or

e.,

prevent progress.

the conformity of cognition to reality.
[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has

[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears to
be relative in its nature. Absolute truth is a self-contradiction; it
would imply cognition without a cognizing subject.
At the same time it is obvious that absolute existence (in fact

all

everything absolute) is impossible. Reality is properly called IVirkReality is
lichkeit in German, derived from wirken, to take effect.

ence as such

not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effectiveReality therefore implies not
ness of things in their relations.

Existence
only existence, but the manifestation of existence also.
and its manifestation are not two different things both are one.
;

The

idea of something absolutely

untenable
istence

it

;

not manifested

is

ohne Wirklichkeit

Science

is

Unknowable is

therefore also

would imply the existence of an object whose ex-

—which

e.

i.

is

,

existence without reality

;

a contradiction, an impossibility.

Sein

is

economy

the

is

and of

its

truth) has jjroduced

is

superstitious notions in the world, of

many

of thought.

{Mack.)

possible through application of the

its

Similarly, science (man's search for

purpose.

But

errors or false notions of reality.

the superstitions of religion do not prove that religion as such

an

illusion,

It is

and all the errors of science are no evidence that
a sham.

sci-

is

obvious that religion and science, as here defined, are not

contradictory

to,

but complementary

and science do not

agree,

it is

either the one or the other

mind has been one

is

each other.

of,

If

religion

a certain sign that our conception of

The

wrong.

human

history of the

and reconciliation between
has repeatedly been disturbed

of constant conflict

and science.
and re-adjusted.

religion

Their relation

unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for

the union of Religion and Science, and opens a

the search for truth.

The nature of science
Economy of thought

origin,

The

]

many

naturally produced

new

vista of pro-

gress for both.]
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THE HYSTERICAL

EYE.*

The

which appears to the right but that is the point which
is seen by the left eye.
The hysterical individual
acts somewhat differently, for he actually sees the
two points — that to the left, and that to the right he
;

BY ALFRED BINET.

various forms of retinal sensibility which are

met with

il

8,

have been carefully
who have shown
that the phenomena in question, which persist during
the interval of hysterical crises, and which can exist
where there are no crises, constitute permanent stigin hysterical individuals

studied by M. Charcot and his pupils,

;

accordingly sees with both eyes.

A

many hypotheses have been advanced

great

order to explain these apparent contradictions

tomical hypotheses, like that of M. Parinaud, and psy-

mata, enabling us to discover hysteria without the aid

chological hypotheses, like that of

any sort. At the present time
we are quite well acquainted with hysterical amaurosis,

the time being

of convulsive attacks of

with the concentric contraction of the

field of vision,

with disturbances affecting the perception of colors,

and disorders

What

is

of adjustment.

much

less

known,

is

the reason, the mech-

anism, of this anaesthesia of the retina.
perimentalists

who have

of peculiar

there are hysterical individuals who, with both eyes

open, perceive colors which they cannot distinguish

with one of their eyes alone

;

while

seems even more

it

wonderful that there should be hysterical persons

who

one eye, when that eye alone

is

open, but whose unilateral blindness disappears as

soon as the function of vision

and

later

We

we

is

performed simulta-

shall

endeavor

the instance given,

to explain

nature this insensibility really

'

;

;

situated to the right.
to

detect

left,

This

and with
is

the

his left the point

method employed

shamming and simulation

;

for instance,

the case of soldiers drafted for the army.

shamming

individual,

who pretends

his right eye, will say that
*

in

Thus the

not to see with

he does not see the point

Copyrighted under " Psychological Studies."

is.

;

;

insensibility of the skin

facts that

we have

in hysterical

persons.

The

previously set forth, confirmed by

different authors and derived from our own experiments, are too significant not to be general.
But, we
cannot be satisfied with purely theoretical views.

long sought in vain for

and purely

clinical

anaesthesia,

some

simple, decisive,

experiment which might prove that

the sensibility of the retina,

it.

for

the point situated to the

profitable to begin

of touch in hysterical subjects,

I

moment upon

examination an hysterical person who
has entirely lost the sight of the right eye.
Let us
place before the patient's eyes a 'box of Flees
that
is, a box furnished with two eye-holes.
On the bottom
of the box are placed two points of different colors,
the one to the right, the other to the left and by a
skillful arrangement the patient sees with his right eye

have

far

;

neously with both eyes.
for a

be

have shown us of what
As a matter of fact
the hysterical subject is doubled he possesses two
distinct consciousnesses
and one of these consciousnesses accurately perceives all the excitations that have
been impressed upon the insensible region.
We might already suppose, 'a priori', that insensibility of the retina cannot in any respect differ from

number

some have ascribed them to
simulation on the part of the subjects.
To furnish a
precise and clear instance of this, we may state, that

Let us dwell

It

by setting forth our
recent observations for a simple observation can often
better point out the incorrectness of an hypothesis
than any number of arguments.
Experiments which we have made in the preceding
will

essays with reference to the insensibility of the sense

features rather difficult of comprehension, in fact so

at all with

M. Bernheim. For

shall leave this matter aside.

ex-

strange and striking, that

do not see

more

we

hitherto studied the subject

question, have pointed out a

in

The many

in

—ana-

in

cases of hysterical

was only dissociated and not destroyed.

Chance, aided in some degree by perseverance, has
enabled

me

to establish the following fact.

We

place

the hysterical subject before a scale of printed letters,

and tentatively seek the maximum distance from the
board at which the subject is able to read the largest
It frequently happens with hysterical perletters.
sons that the vision of forms at a distance is very
imperfect a circumstance which may be owing either
;

weakness of visual acuteness or to a defect in the
mechanism of adjustment. For the present we are
not attempting to distinguish these two facts from one
to

another.

After having experimentally determined the

max-
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imum
est

distance at which the subject can read the larg-

we

letters of the series,

invite

him

to

read certain

smaller letters that are placed below the former. Na-

enough the subject

turally

we

at this instant,

is

unable to do so

;

but,

if

a pencil into the anaesthetic

slip

hand, we are able, by the agency of the hand, to induce automatic writing, and this writing will reproduce precisely the letters which the subject is in vain
trying to read.

This process of experimentation has the preeminent advantage of taking the subject in his natural
condition while awake and at rest; for the power

—

automatic writing persists with him, and this automatic writing has moreover the advantage of revealing
to us the latent depths of consciousness that remain
of

unknown

to the subject.

After the investigations which

we have made upon

the hysterical anaesthesia of the skin, an explanation of

phenomenon seems to me wholly superand I shall be satisfied with the assertion that
the second consciousness possesses a stronger visual
the preceding
fluous,

acuteness than the
It is

first

consciousness.

highly interesting to observe, that during the

very time the subject

does not see the

is

repeatedly declaring, that he

letters, the anaesthetic

to him, writes out the letters

interrupting the experiment,
write, of his

own

hand, unknown

one after another.

we ask

If,

the subject to

free will, the letters of the printed

COURT.

important to understand, and which afford a fresh proof
those manifold relations existing between the two

of

we investigated in a former paThus, when the subject is convinced that he cannot read the letters on the board, it may happen that
the automatic writing, controlled by this state of conconsciousnesses that
per.

sciousness, will confine itself to translating the same,
so that the anaesthetic hand will indistinctly trace the
words which the subject is muttering in a low voice to
himself, as "I do not see, I donot see. ..."
A second perturbation arises from the fact, that the
subject, during the time that the hand is unconsciously
writing the word, believes he has a vague perception
of this same word.
In reality this is only an illusory
perception.
To produce this phenomenon we have to
call into play the automatic writing, by putting a pencil into the anaesthetic hand
and, as a matter of fact,
it is the more or less vague perception of these movements of automatic writing that makes the subject believe he has a visual perception of the word, whereas
he has only a visual image of the same.
Even this
image, at times, is rather vague.
Thus, one of our
subjects, while his hand wrote the word
Marguerite,
said he thought he saw the name of a woman.
But,
;

'

'

how

could

it

be possible to perceive, with his eyes,

word is the name of
the word in question ?

that a
spell

a

woman,

if

he could not

Evidently, in this case,

visual or muscular sensations belonging to the second

and when asked
simply to draw what he sees, he will only produce a
few zig-zag marks that have no meaning.

consciousness, have provoked in the

Let us further remark, that although the subject
maintains that he sees nothing, the automatic writing
nevertheless reproduces all the letters marked on the

the experiments before reported upon the anaesthes^ia

series,

he

will

not be able to do

so,

black-board with perfect regularity, without omitting
a single letter, beginning at the" first and finishing

We

first

conscious-

ness an idea of the same kind.

We

have already observed an analogous

of the skin

we shake

and

of the

muscles

we

there saw, that

if

twice in succession an insensible finger, the

subject will think of the
of the

;

fact in

movements

number

The perception

two.

by the second conthe domain of the first

of the finger

must, accordingly, suppose that
with the last.
during the experiment the second consciousness directs the line of sight, without the knowledge of the

sciousness had called forth in

principal subject.

Let us remark, in passing, that through these experiments there possibly exists a means of studying

The

visual acuteness of this second consciousness

in the subjects

which

I

have examined has seemed

me to be equal to the normal

acuteness.

If

we place

to

the

consciousness an analogous idea, expressed in an abstract form.

abstract ideas.

We

have now studied the perception

eye presenting

the subthe automatic writing will begin to hesitate
ject will thereupon commit real mistakes ; for example,

tion

he will read "Lucien" instead of " Louisa," which,
incidentally observed, proves that the phenomenon
wrongly bears the name of automatic writing an au-

rare to

tomaton does not mistake the second consciousness,
on the contrary, is subject to error because it is a
consciousness, because it is a thing that reasons and
combines thoughts.

of hypnotic suggestion.

;

;

;

In the course of investigations of this kind there

sometimes

arise certain perturbations

which are

ver}'

that

may be
is,

in

a

forms

in

an

func-

studied in a completely amaurotic eye,

an eye

afflicted

with total blindness.

meet with hysterical patients

bility of the retina

we can

of

weak visual acuteness. The same

subject at too great a distance from the black-board

in

whom

reaches the verge of blindness

very easily produce this

It is

insensi;

but

phenomenon by way

I have had occasion to study
two hysterical subjects in whom by suggestion all manI
ner of vision had been suppressed in the right eye.
was easily able to establish the fact, that after closing
the left eye of the subject, and putting into his anaesthetic hand, without his knowledge, a pencil, the au-

THK OPEN
tomatic writing was brought to reproduce
ters

which we passed before the amaurotic

all
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE FORMS OF CRIME.

the let-

BY LUDWIG FULD.*

This

eye.

176:

Edward von Hartmann,

in his

"Philosophy

of

amaurotic eye, accordingly, did see, notwithstanding
its apparent blindness
in other words, the second consciousness was the one that saw it had not been struck
with blindness at the same time as the first conscious-

the Unconscious," speaks of the fallacy of assigning
the causes of the decrease of murder, of robbery, and
of similar

deeds

ness.

mankind.

He

This latter experiment enables us absolutely to reany anatomical theory that has been designed to
explain the singular phenomena of which we have
spoken at the beginning of this paper. We have said
that certain subjects, who with their right eye do not
perceive a certain color for example, violet will,
when seeing with both eyes, easily distinguish this
same color, even when, owing to the experimental arrangement employed, the color mentioned is not placed
in the visual field of the left eye.
This experiment,
and many others of a similar kind, lead us to sup-

facts solely in

pose, that the conditions of binocular vision are dif-

mann most

ferent from those of

latter's

;

;

ject

—

—

monocular vision.
To speak a little more precisely, it has been admitted that there exist two different kinds of visual
centres within the cerebral cortex

;

in the first

place

monocular centres, which act, when only one eye is
open and further, binocular centres, that perform
their functions when both eyes are at the same time
open.
Cerebral physiology, with its usual complacency, has furnished more than one argument in favor
of this hypothesis, which, however, ought to be regarded as open to considerable suspicion. This being admitted, nothing seemed more easy than to explain, how and why hysterical individuals see certain
colors when both eyes are open, and not when only
one eye performs its functions people have thought,
that it was owing to the fact, that with such subjects
the binocular centre is spared while the monocular
centre alone

The

is

affected.

our experiments absolutely refutes this
theory, showing us that a subject with an amaurotic
eye is able to register through automatic writing the oblast of

jects that are placed
ion.

before

it

during monocular

vis-

The monocular centre, accordingly, if it really exist,

cannot be anj' more affected than the binocular centre.
We shall not linger any longer upon this study of

which once again proves to us the
importance of the doubling of consciousness in hysvisual anaesthesia,

terical persons,

and the necessity

of

knowing

this pro-

cess of doubling, in order to understand certain

toms, at

first

symp-

sight so strange, and yet at bottom so

which are met with, at every side, in hysteria.
We now know the most elementary facts at the
basis of mental dissociation, and we may attempt to
plunge to a still greater depth into the study of the

logical,

phenomenon
P.\Ris,

described.

June, 1889.

moral betterment of

society and in a stricter administration of protective

which now makes the perpetration of crime
than it was during the less perfect
stages of the development of civil society.
Kant, as we well know, held a different view. The
sage of Konigsberg believed that, although not living
in an age of absolute moral perfection, yet ours was
one of civilizing influences, and he attributed this
diminution of the more grievous crimes to the improvement of mankind, an explanation which Hart-

justice,

more

difficult

—

emphatically refused

The

to, recognize.

appears to be far more

exposition

con-

in

formity with the actual status of the question, although
the severe infiexibility of Hartmann's favorite method
of formulation greatly impairs the practical truth and

value of the theory he sets forth.

The

;

;

of violence to the

would find the explanation of these
the more perfect organization of civil

fact of the

pulses of

man

matter

are the

same

is

that the criminal im-

as in

bygone times.

There

on the contrary, they
has been no radical change
have merely assumed other and different forms in
their attacks upon society and its expressed sovereignty,
;

the law.

Those criminal propensities that in olden times
rise to the fearful excesses which are told us in

gave

and secular history, exist just as much
The change has been in this respect

ecclesiastical

to-day as of old.

only, that they cannot

now

so openly seek gratification

as formerly, but are compelled to choose their field
of operation in the dark and hidden by-waj's of social

hfe

:

a fact which

of the

power

is

accounted for by the consolidation
and the vigorous administra-

of the state

tion of protective laws.

The great law of the transmutation of forms does
its
not prevail in the world of organisms alone
validity in the world of crime must likewise be recogThe life of a nation is like the life of an innized.
;

dividual.
Just as the latter has his periods of childhood, of youth, of manhood, and of old age, so has
the great organized body, society, corresponding
periods of growth, maturity, and decline. The criminal
instinct manifests itself differently,

however, during

—

to
the different periods of the life of the individual
have first called attention to which is the great merit
:

of that gifted,

epoch-making

social-scientist,

Adolphe

So, a glance at the criminal activity of a
people, as seen in the different stages of their develop-

Quetelet.

* Translated

from the German by

/JKp/c.
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inent, will

them

show

true.

is

same thing with reference

that the

The

to

impulsive, uncontrollable nature

youth favors the commission of all
manner of violent excesses, whereas at this period of
their civilization, the covert and more refined violations
of the law are unknown.
This seems to be the reason
for that deep contempt in which, among youthful
nations, the secret malefactor is held and in which he
who openly defies the law does not share. The Mosaic
law and other Oriental systems of jurisprudence offer
us proofs of this phase of the development of crime.
In Greece and in Rome the evidences of this are no
less plain than in the laws of the Teutonic nations
of a nation

in its

that flourished in the

Violent injury to

first

human

part of the Christian Era.

life,

the infraction of personal

and honor in every conceivable form, are the
In the course of development
the vitality of a race decreases and its superfluous
energy asserts itself in other and different fields the
State and the Law gather strength
this prevents
open violence to society and the forms of crime, therefore, conform to the newly established conditions.
Instead of open violence we now have secrecy and
cunning subtlety now characterizes the expression

COURT.

understood this art, and was perhaps excelled in it
only by his son Caesar.
It is known too, that this

abominable plague of the Renaissance period was
imported into France by Catharine de Medici and her
Italian banditti, and that it gave rise to crimes there
that have been fabulously misrepresented by the
French romancers.
The introduction and extension of the great agencies of

commerce

munication and

as well as of the

Whereas, formerly, dams, bridges,

tion.

Vandalism vented

;

and the nearer a people
approaches the senility of its civilization the more
marked does this characteristic of refinement become.
The totality of a people's intellectual and technical
criminal

instinct,

acquisitions naturally determine the forms that crime

assumes.

Acquaintance with the more modern ap-

pliances of science and art gives rise to

new

types of

crime a truth which can be traced through all the
pages of history. When the poisons of the Orient and
;

the secret of their use became

known

Rome, the
murders by poisoning, and especially those committed
by women, increased enormously. Livy has handed
us down an exceedingly interesting account of the
wholesale prosecution of a number of prominent Ro-

man matrons who were

in

indicted for this crime.

During the Middle Ages

— when poisoning was also
by women — this

practiced with great predilection

crime went hand

hand with that of administering
which originating in the
Orient, prevails even to-day, to some extent, in the

Ijve-potions

—a

in

practice

West

of Europe, and opens to us a view into a really
unfathomable abyss of moral degradation. From the

and

— the telephone, against

already introduced

the

and

locks,

rage and hate, to-day

its

railroads, the telegraph lines

chiefly the

passion of destruction

of

new

buildings were the objects upon which this unbridled

crimes of this period.

;

com-

of

opportunities for the display of the instinct of destruc-

liberty

;

means

of intellectual intercourse afford

is

directing

it

is

— where

which' the

With the

itself.

introduction of the telegraph in Cabul a perfect craze
arose

among

Be-

the natives for destroying the lines.

fore this they took especial delight in doing every

possible

damage

European

to the

officials,

but

gardens and grounds of the

now

this instinct of

Vandalism

its

attacks against the telegraph-poles and

The

authorities could only ensure the system

a successful

development by forthwith stringing up

directed
wires.

to the

damaged

their hands.
to a

poles every malefactor that

into

fell

After this expedient had been resorted

few hundred times the telegraph poles were

left

unmolested.

Every invention and every discovery, even before
has affected the onward progress of
the human race, is chosen by the criminal iostinct to
express itself in. We may say with Ovid
" /// nova
No
fert animus mutatas die ere formas corpora."
their utilization

—

period elapses in the course of a people's history in

which new types of crime do not spring up, and in
which the criminal instinct, with the aid of the acquisitions and possibilities of that stage of civilization,
does not attempt to evade the law.
Of not less importance for the forms of crime than
the above-mentioned influences, is the industrial and
economical condition of a people.
If a nation is still
in its nomadic period, gaining an existence by hunting, fishing, and tending their cattle, the forms of its
criminal activity are wholly different from those it selects, when the settled agricultural state has been en-

time of the crusades and the beginning of a more
active intercourse with the Orient, especially with the

tered upon.

Levant, Germany acquired a more accurate acquaintance with the mysteries of love-potions and the art

assumes when the industrial,
mechanical, and commercial stage of national existence has been reached.
During the nomadic period
of a nation's development only the simplest forms of
the violation of the rights of property can appear and
most especially the primitive form of all, theft and
appropriation.
The more refined forms of these

and the penal regulations of medieval
law as well as the remarks of authors prove that this
art found a not unimpressionable public.
Especially
in Italy did this crime luxuriate.
It is universally
known with what virtuosity Alexander VI. Borgia
of poisoning,

Again the forms
materially from those

of
it

crime of

this

period

vary
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crimes are not even possible with an agricultural
people given as they are chiefly to the pursuit of husbandry.
Not until industry has reached such a development as characterizes a people in its manufacturing
era, not until, in consequence of an active domestic
and foreign commerce, of an elaborated specie and
credit system, of ,a perfected method of exchange and
not
of a most minute and detailed division of labor,

—

until, as the result of all this, the

period of a people's

mercantile activity has begun, are the studied methods

Only

of infringing the rights of property possible.

numerous divisions and ramifications of inhave become so organized that the destruction of one of the countless meshes of this net-like
tissue would disarrange the rest, does this refinement
of fraud and swindle show itself, does this subtlety in
after the

dustrial

life

the art of despoiling and overreaching the less crafty

and cunning, appear.
During the agricultural period the thief exercises
his penchant for stealing in the appropriation of the
fruits of the field and garden, or of the products of
cattle-raising
among a highly advanced industrial
people the acquirement by false and fraudulent representation of credit is practiced. Even to-day this does
not rank as a great difficulty, if a certain amount of
tact be used. Bankruptcy and real-estate swindles are
not possible in an agricultural state they appear only
among mercantile peoples. The manipulator of the
stock- exchange who by circulating false alarms, pockets
thousands in an hour and thereby reduces to beggary
the most honorable people is not a figure seen in the
primitive stages of the development of human society.
In imperial Rome which shows so many points of
resemblance with the life of our time, the wealth of
the nation was deeply impaired by the real-estate and
:

After the Thirty Years war, the specu-

reconcile

—

although the old Roman patrician may
resemble the pawn-broker and the farm-des-

criminal action
so

little

modern times.
The course of the evolution

tion

tivity.

The crimes which

:

a

first

much

a nation's civiliza-

in

its

criminal ac-

our time arouse the right-

eous indignation of European civilization, occupy a
singular position only because of their peculiar forms,
whereas the criminal impulse at their bottom had been

known

in times past.

We

must

familiarize ourselves to the fact that the

forms of criminal expression also adapt themselves to
the exigencies of a period that travels with steam,

and converses by means

of

electricity,

and

sketches with the light of the sun. The achievements
of our era in all departments, thanks to our technical
and industrial progress, and above all to the discoveries
of the natural sciences,

have been extraordinary. And

so the crimes which these acquisitions, and the complexity of their relations

have called forth, have followed a
and attained a like wonder-

similar course of evolution

Just as much as other forms
the forms of crime, in their constant modifica-

stage of complexity.
life,

tions, are

an expression of the evolution of

CORRESPONDENCE.

:

In the

of

thus of mighty influence upon

is

seems to be deeply rooted in man for at
all times and in every nation do we discover denunciations of usury and penal sanctions against the usurer.

era.

;

troyer of

society.

and commercial

who

by frequent advancements and subsequent foreclosures
gradually obtain possession of whole estates.
We should not allow this variation of form so to
confuse us as to lose sight of the uniform tendency of

for temporarily granting the disposal of a certain piece

in a financial

peasant population,

tury, these parasites of our

of

is

with his democratic principles to accept

on his provincial speculations in
committed the same offence as the modern
pawn-broker who appropriates thirty-six per cent, from
unprotected citizens. There is no difference between
the grain-speculator of ancient and medieval times
who, in order to get rid of his garnered stores at outrageous " corner "-prices, speculated upon distress and
scarcity,
no difference between him and the landjobber, the real-estate shark of the Nineteenth Cen-

ful

instance his operations are rather rudimentary

:

grain,

The usurer furnishes us with a trenchant instance of
this.
The impulse to accept excessive compensation

he

it

of

forty-five per cent,

diversities?

It stands to reason, though, that in the agricultural
period the usurer is quite a different person from what

is

form
he buys and sells
outstanding debts, or perhaps fictitious claims, or is
engaged in some still more complicated transaction
where punishment would be hardly possible.
Despite this difference it is always the same crime.
That austere republican, Brutus, who could so easily

writes

of property

In the latter instance, his activity

marked by a refinement

committed great excesses. John Law plunged
France to the verge of bankruptc}', and the railroadoperations of Ofenheim, Strousberg, and their fellowspeculators have in our day robbed the national wealth
of Germany and Austria of hundreds of millions.
Is
this not proof enough that the desire to acquire treasure
by underhand methods is the same at all times and
that only in the form of its expression does it exhibit

lators

must be returned

of natural products

than was given.

;

corn swindles.

amount

larger
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A CASE OF CONSCIENCE.
To the Editor

o/The Open Court

:

The following affecting and impressive letter will perhaps inMr. Matthews has. during the last
terest many of your readers.
two years,

been

the priest

in

charge of

St.

Mary's (Roman

THB

1768
Catholic) Church, Bath, England.

Few

1876.

Matthews

priests of his

in the

He was

communion

ordained at Glasgow in

are better

M.

west of England.

"To THE Congregation
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known than Mr.
C. O'Byrne.

Mary's: My very dear
" Friends,
I have to make an announcement which will be pain" ful alike to yourselves and to me.
It shall be very brief, for it
" is sad to me to part from you
it will be sadder for you to learn
" the cause. After long and anxious thought and study I have arV rived at the conviction that the Jewish and Christian Scriptures,
"though possessing many excellencies, are full of legendary and
" mythological statements, and that they possess no claim to, and
"manifest no evidence of, divine inspiration that the Roman
" Catholic Church has no claim to be regarded as a divinely-con" stituted authority; that the Papacy is a human institution,
"gravely compromised to error and superstition, and therefore in"jariousto the spiritual and temporal welfare of mankind; that
"Jesus Christ, though a holy man and ardent reformer, was not
" the great God of the Universe, but the son of Joseph and Mary
" that neither demoniacal spirits nor a place or state of everlasting
" torment have any existence in fact, but originate in ancient my" thologies. With these convictions, which I have striven against
" for a long time without success, it would be dishonest for me to
"continue as a priest, teaching only the pure theism of natural
" spiritual religion, which I profoundly believe and desire to pro" mote. I therefore this day return to our excellent and kind
" bishop the sacerdotal faculties entrusted to me by his lordship.
" I retire from the midst of you with a heart full of kindness and
"gratitude to you all. All the confidences, spiritual and temporal,
"of my ministry will be faithfully observed. As soon as I can get
my house off my hands I shall leave it, as my continued presence
" close to the church would be a painful reminder to us both of a
"past full of happiness until doubt agitated my mind. These
" doubts I have been careful not to unfold to any of you, and I
" have provided for you the ministry of worthy priests ignorant of
" my mental conflict.
With a sad and loving heart, then, I com" mend you, my dear and valued friends, to the Eternal Father of
" Spirits, and let us ever remember one another in the presence of
" the All Holy One.
Bidding you all a sorrowful farewell, I reof St.

—

these three rights,

\^

forces the holder to submit to

its

disposition

regardless of his wishes or consent.
" But a tax laid upon land is of the nature of rent," says
Tiedeman, " falling where the land lies and not as in the case of

where the owner resides. The proceeding
being in rem, against the thing, and not in personam, against the
personal property,
person.

;

;

;

'

'

—

" main, always affectionately yours,
" Arnold

" 2 Burlington

street,

Bath, July

Jerome
g,

P.

Matthews.

1889."

the Editor of

My

The Open Court

roughly

:

the extracts frbm

entire article,

legal authorities together with notes

of

which Wheelbarrow so

consisted mainly of quotations from eminent

criticizes,

The Open Court

in his desire to

correspondents omitted the

latter,

and references. The editor
accommodate a number of

leaving the quotations to stand

Wheelbarrow's objections.
see at once" that the first bit of law, he
criticizes, "came out of the surgery."
But the surgeon copied it
verbatim from " The Limitations of Police Power," by Christopher
G. Tiedeman, professor of jurisprudence at the University of
Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
Wheelbarrow's argument that an estate in the land does not
the

fire

of

Wheelbarrow "could

consist, as

Tiedeman

right of possession,
position,

choose

because

to lease

it,

it

does, of these three things, viz.,

in the exercise of those rights the holder
is

the

might

absurd.
is

in the face of the fact that the State is constantly exercising that

right in the

condemning land

State through

its

State no

man

absolutely

is

at length

Wm.

C.

Wood, M.D.

THE COMING FIGHT FOR CONFISCATION.
To the Editor of The Open Court
In No. 97 of The Open Court I

who

reinforce

my

;

am

confronted by three new

critics like

the historic

"men

in

buckram." I regret that these disputants exhibit personal feeling,
and show some signs of irritation. Peevish personalities weaken
an argument, and they show some debility of thought. I will reply to them, so far as I am able to do so, in their order.
Mr. William Camm begins by contradicting some statements
made by Mr. Pentecost in his controversy with me. I take no interest in that, believing with Mr. Camm that Mr. Pentecost "is
amply able to manage his own cause." I will answer Mr. Camm,
and in doing so, I must compliment him on his refined phraseThere is such delicate courtesy in saying to a man during
ology.
a friendly conversation with him, " Had you thought beyond the
end of your nose." People whose thoughts are worth anything
think behind and a little above the nose, a habit which I fear is
When he shall have acquired that
not practiced by Mr. Camm.
habit he will not say " the man with longest purse knocks the persimmon," nor will he talk about "hunting for a mare's nest in
words that may be synonyms."
Mr. Camm, in his elegant way, referring to my proposition
that the ownership of land has ever been the political distinction
between a freeman and a serf, says: " Such a proposition is so
shallow and so transparent that the man who holds it ought never
seen
to touch Mr. P's glove nor that of any other man who has
'

Wheelbarrow's claim, " that these rights are
the right of the State to alter or defeat it (Tiedeman)

Equally absurd
not subject to

says,

the right of enjoyment, and the right of dis-

no
owns

that absolute private property in land had

always subject to administration by the State,
by Sheldon Amos, Examiner at the Inns of
Court, London, and may be found in his work on the " Science of
Law," published in this country by the Appletons. Wheelbarrow
can find it in the public libraries of Chicago.
I was well aware that the lands of the State of New York were
declared allodial.
But that declaration was not intended nor does
it exempt the land from the superior ownership of the State, the
right of eminent domain being freely exercised therein.
The object of that declaration was to clear the titles of land
in the State of New York from the indefiniteness arising during
its colonial existence when it had been partitioned out among the
patroons and immigrant noblemen of Holland and England.
Many lands, especially in the heart of the State where I reside,
having some "acknowledgement" due to " a superior landlord,
attached such as a dozen chickens, a few bushels of wheat per
annum " so long as grass grows and water runs."
The "absolute property vested in the owners, " that Wheelbarrow speaks of, always being subject to the superior jurisdiction
and ownership of the State.
" For," says Tiedeman, " surely the right of eminent domain
can rest only upon the claim that the State is the absolute owner
of all lands situate within its dominions, which consequently renders all landholders merely tenants of the State."
land, but that land

is justified

adversaries

THE RIGHT OF EMINENT DOMAIN.
To

The statement

legal existence, that as against the

for public uses.

For, although the

courts fixes a compensation for the destruction of

the cat.'

"

I

am

glad that

my

propositions are " transparent," for

Mr. Camm's are not very clear, nor could clearness be expected of
man who gets enlightenment from the sight of a cat. How did
the mere sight of that cat inoculate Mr. Camm with feline wisa

dom

?

It is

not easy to reason intelligently with

men who,

in

the

THE OPEN
inflammation of self-conceit, can boast for lack of argument, that
they know all about it because they " have seen the cat " yet people thus mentally infirm, have the nerve to overturn and reconstruct
;

the whole social and political constitution of the United States.

"What

Camm,

the individual requires with land," says Mr.

"is secure possession, not ownership."
security of possession

To

?

What

ownership but

is

secure a farmer in the possession of

upon him the absono man may molest him in his
His right of ownership is made perfectly secure to him by the constitution of the State and by the
constitution of the United States. Not even the government itself
can trespass upon him. It cannot even run a highway across his
land for public uses without paying him "just compensation."
his land, the laws of the United States confer

and

lute right

title to

it,

so that

quiet possession of his farm.

What

security of possession will a

man have under

or confiscation plan, which Mr. Camm, very
" mean the same thing in this connection."
Mr.
informs us how bravely he " led

Camm

to

the single tax

innocently says,

men

and

to battle

would to heaven we
emancipate the industrial slaves our own chil-

that our heads are growing grey, he

could

—

fall in to

There

dren."

is

a

fustian in the style of that sentence, aris-

little

ing probably from too

much

looking at cats, but

that in gratitude for the valorous deeds

rather proud of Mr.

many

there were so

and

at

Camm

other

we can

done by Mr.

for leading his

men

I

forgive

Camm.

to battle,

commanders who followed

a very healthy distance.

Mr.

also congratulate

I

am

because

their

men

in,

Camm

men " to death," he managed to preserve
Like Captain Sir John Falstaff, of martial renown, he
led his men "where they could be well peppered," and liki Sir
that although he led his

himself.

John, he was not peppered himself.

Mr.

Camm,

with the old bravery bubbling in his veins, wants

"to emancipate the industrial slaves."
When I carelessly used the word "serf" in describing the landless, Mr. Camm was offended, and rebuked me
for it.
He, himself, now calls them "slaves " and wants to fight
for them.
He once fought for emancipation, and now he wants to
I can assure him that there never was a
fight for confiscation,
finer field for his valor than is presented in the United States today.
Let him open his recruiting office at once. Before the
farmers of this country will submit to the confiscation of their
lands, there will be the liveliest fight that has ever been seen
upon this earth. I advise Mr. Camm to beat the long roll and
to "fall iff" again,

"

fall in "

Mr.

and

fight

more

battles,

without further delay.

J.

K. Rudyard comes next.

He,

It is

too, in

poverty of rea-

" Wheelbarrow still in wordy warfare makes it hard to believe that he
finds any real difficulty in comprehending the George theory.
There may be a mental aberration which corresponds with colorblindness. If Wheelbarrow is thus afflicted he deserves sympathy,
but uncharitable people will dismiss his case with the remark that
none are so blind as those who will not see." Mr. Rudyard, of
course, classifies himself among the " uncharitable people," and
speaks in their style.
For the opinions of uncharitable people I
care very little they are as a rule neither sensible nor kind. Only
the opinions of charitable people are of any value to me.
I do not think it can be fairly said that I have ever had any
difficulty in comprehending the " George theory."
I have taken
Mr George at his word, and given his language its accepted meaning.
If it has an occult meaning known only to those who have
" seen the cat," I may have some difficulty in understanding him.
It surprises me that so many of Mr. George's disciples fail to comprehend him
for instance, Mr. Rudyard, who, while quoting
from Book VIII, Chap. II, "Progress and Poverty," is so wilfully
blind that he will not see the " George theory " as it is proclaimed
in that very chapter.
If, as Mr. Rudyard so courteously says.
sons, flings in his little personalities after this fashion

;

so simple

all

therein,"

1769.

and straightforward that a

does Mr. Rudyard err therein

why

from Chap. II just enough
" George theory ? "

to hide,

?

fool

Why

and not enough

need not err

does he quote
to explain

the

thank thee, Jew, for giving me that word," said Gratiano
and I thank Mr. Rudyard for giving me Book VIII,
Chap. II, "Progress and Poverty." In that chapter, Mr. George
declares the injustice of private property in land, and then he
"

I

to Shylock,

shows us the "straightforward " way in which he proposes to abolish it.
Why was Mr Rudyard so wilfully blind that he would not
see the following choice bits in Chapter II
:

"We

have seen that private property inland has no warrant injustice,

condemned as the denial of natural right.
"We should satisfy the law of justice, we should meet all economic requirements, by at one stroke abolishing all private titles, declaring all land
public property, and letting it out to the highest bidders in lots to suit, under
but stands

such conditions as would sacredly guard the private right

to

improvements."

man who can

read and write must be wilfully blind
The
if he will not see the intent and purpose of that language.
end
of the last sentence is pure deception
qualifying clause at the
think a

I

death fighting for the emancipation of the chattel slaves, and

now

"

COURT.

like the saving clauses in a

man

party platform.

What

Mr. George proposes

can any honest

method by which

think of the following "straightforward"
to abolish all private titles

"at one stroke"

:

do not propose either to purchase or to confiscate private property in
land. The first would be unjust, the second needless. Let the individuals
who now hold it still retain, if they want to, possession of what they are
pleased to call their land. Let them continue to call it their land. Let them
buy and sell, and bequeath and devise it. We may safely leive them the
It is not necessary to confiseate land : it is only
shell, if we take the kernel.
"

1

necessary to confiscate rent.*

Here the "straightforward" plan begins with a juggle of
words, a distinction without a difference between the confiscation
and the confiscation of

of land,

rent.

Is

it

"straightforward"

statesmanship which proposes to take the kernel of a man's fortune
from him and leave him only the shell of it, which is nothing ?

This legerdemain is conspicuous all through Chap II, Book VIII,
"Progress and Poverty." In that same chapter, Mr. George,
to his discip'.es the deadfall or trap into

showing

after

which the

farmers are to bs decoyed by incantations and conjurations about
the abolishing of all taxation except the taxation of land values,
says

:

"That

When

is

the

the hare

is

step, upon which the practical struggle must be made.
once caught and killed, cooking him will follow as a matter

first

And

Certainly, as a matter of course.

the farmer,

who

is

so

blind that he will not see the hook within the bait, who will stuI
pidly walk into the trap, deserves to be " caught and killed."

hope that Mr. George when he catches him will cook him, and
cook him well, even as Molly Bell did cook Bob Ridley's possum.
I hope that Mr. George will use him
"

To make a fry, and to make a stew.
And a roast, and a boil, and a barbecue."

Reading in Book VIII, Chap. II, "Progress and Poverty,"
the "straightforward" means by which private property in land
is to

be destroyed, and noticing the very large number of men who
"melancholy deception," I exclaim with

are captured by the

;

;

Shakespeare

:

" Is't possible the spells of

George should juggle men

Into such strange mockeries

"
?

As to Mr. F. Hess, he takes it out in scolding, and he wanders
away from the question to talk about matters which are not in the
There is a little oil of vitriol in the sarcasm about " Lord
debate.
Wheelbarrow " who has offended Mr. Hess by adopting gold dolI have never done so.
lars as the standard measure of all values.
I have merely asked that my wages be paid in gold dollars because
I havethey are dear money, and I prefer to be paid in that.
*The

italics are

by Mr. George.
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lyjo

been cheated so much and so often by " cheap money " for dear
work, that I have wished that some law might be passed requiring that laborers be paid in the dearest money current at the
time.

Mr. Hess complains because I have " not a word to say about
the practical confiscation of small freeholds such as Thomas
Clark's under our present usurious system of taxation and sales for
delinquent taxes." Well, the reason why I did not speak about
it was, that I was talking about something else
but if confiscating Tom Clark's farm for non-payment of taxes is an act of in;

what does Mr. Hess think of Mr. George's proposition to
confiscate every man's farm for non-payment of taxes amounting
to " the whole income and the full annual value of the land " ?
I do not know of any " Irish evictions " here in " free Amerjustice,

ica."

know

I

of

some American

evictions here,

and

I

think they

ought not to be allowed quite so easily as they are but how will
be under Mr. George's system, when every farmer will be evicted
;

it

at the bidding of " the highest bidder" for the use

and occupation
farm ? I wish that no man could be evicted from his home
Mr. George's plan will evict everybody. Under his system the
American home would be abolished.
Wheelbarrow.
of the

;
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He himself can hardly hope to see them reconciled,
because neither the theologians nor the moralists will permit a

religion.

reconciliation.

not easy to change the meaning of the important word

It is

"religion."

man.

It

stands for duty as ethics does, but for duty of a
It stands for duty to God, as ethics for duty to

at least one God as the author and
governor of all the world. It includes the worship of God through
a thousand forms of prayer, praise, and adoration.
It also gives
visible expression to faith and worship in ceremonial rites and

acknowledges

It

services which are of no use to ethics,

have nothing

and with which Ethics

will

to do.

the boundaries of morality.
It regards the lowest duties in the
codes of religion as higher than the highest duties in the codes of
religion is dowered with divinity, ethics with humanity
Religion soars to heaven on the wings of angels, while
ethics plods wearily upon the earth.
The kingdom of ethics is of
this world.
Ethics is tolerated and prescribed by all the theologies,
;

only.

so long as

it

the churches

acknowledges the superior jurisdiction of
tell

pense of religion
It is

and morals out
proclaim

us that "

mere morality

"

religion,

cultivated at the ex-

is sin.

true that any
of his

man may make for himself a code of faith
own conscience and intelligence. He may

and it will be so, but if it include not
prayer, worship, and the other accepted meanings of the
word religion, he must explain himself, a task which is not
incumbent on the Christian, the Mahommedan, or the Jew. So,
Mr. Salter, anxious to give to ethics the advantage of the word
it

his religion,

faith,

religion,
ligion.

compelled to explain what he means by Ethical ReHis book shows that he means the highest conception and
is

practice of human duty, separate from all theology, and unadulterated by idolatry of every form, whether Christian, Pagan,

He would make ethics the sublime and all
human conduct under the name of Ethical Re-

Heathen, or Moslem.
sufficient rule of

its

by Ethical Religion

will

be satisfactory

to the ethical side,

sen-

in

the

me ins
but the

number of
The argument

religious half of the combination gets a very small

shares in the capital stock of the joint association.
is

all

that ethics furnishes the

most

It

wherein worship gives way

religion

Hugh

and serves

reliable rule of duty,

the good purposes of religion.

may

therefore be called a

to morality.

the stonemason, that
he laid." So it may be said of
he puts conscience into every page. It is careIt glows
fully written, some of it, no doubt, laboriously written.
with sympathy for suffering humanity and is animated by a love
of justice and a scorn of evil.
It is elevated in sentiment, eloquent
in language, pure in thought.
It appeals to man in behalf of man
and its exhortations are to duty for the sake not of gods or angels,
from whom we expect usurious interest, but for the sake of women
and children who can pay us nothing in return. Mr. Salter

Miller said of his uncle Sandy,

"conscience was
Mr. Salter's book

in every stone

;

man who does his duty for the sake of getting a
reward in heaven will never get to heaven, but if he does get there
he will find some other angel enjoying the reward. He says it in
believes that a

"Amoral

meaning is that.
must have no motive

action," says Mr. Salter,

of

and " what were the gain moreover, if men
"
were made moral under the hopes and fears of another world ?
This is welLexpressed, and the sentiment is good. The inference
drawn from it is a little too sweeping there may be some gain
even in a moral action of inferior quality. Such gain, however,
in too precarious to be relied on.
The man who figures with a
slate and pencil the profit and loss on honesty, and chooses honesty
because he finds a balance on that side, will bear watchiilg. He is
liable to take back the gain which society has made by his moral
action like the good little boy, who, goaded by the eloquent prombehind

it

;

;

ises of

the preacher, put

three months' pocket

money

into the

missionary fund, and the next day stormed and cried until they
paid him the

money

back.

The man who

contributes to earth on

heavenly security will take back his contribution

if he can.
Mr. Salter evidently regards all infusions of religion with
ethics as an adulteration of ethics, for he says;
"What does
religion add, then, to ethics ?
Nothing, that I can see and what
it attempts to add
is generally at least, Aberglaiibe, superstition."
And yet Mr. Salter, anxious to exalt ethics to the rank of religion
minus the superstition of it, anxious to make it the supreme code
of human conduct with a higher dignity and title than it has now,
borrows the word religion and attaches it to ethics, but in the very
;

Religion will never give to ethics an equal partnership in the
plan of salvation. It asserts dominion over ethics, and prescribes

ethics

appropriate the word Religion for

and reject all that is expressed by it
prevalent understanding of the word.
The manner in which Mr. Salter has explained what he

self-interest

"

sounds like a discord, and the jarring of
the quarrelsome words can be distinctly heard.
Mr. Salter has
failed to bring them into harmony.
He has rather shown us in
eloquent style the present state of hostility between ethics and

different kind.

He would

ligion.

timental value,

better language, of course, but his

IVilliam Mackiniire Salter.

Roberts Brothers.
Ethical Religion
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nature of their opposite claims Ethics and Religion must

harmonize.

The creeds

that a mixture of ethics adulterates religion
of ethics

is

fail

to

of all the world will unite in declaring

and that only so much

lawful as the churches patronize.

All the creeds will

declare that compromise between ethics and religion

is

impossible

on any other terms than those dictated by the creeds. Mr. Salter
himself sees this and laments it, for he says: " We often hear, and
I am sorry to hear from religious teachers particularly, slighting
and contemptuous words about morality." Certainly, whenever
morality appears as a rival of religion, and declares itself sufficient

into salvation.

Ethical Religion will not have either prayer or worship in it,
" It is nothing else than a
to Mr. Salter, for he says:
changed thought of the nature of religion which I have in mind,
namely, that it can be no longer for rational men to-day to
worship or pray, but to have the sense of a task." This is a very
important change in the nature of religion.
It is in fact, the
abolition of the ecstasy of prayer and worship, and the substitution
for them of the "task" of working for others on the lines of

according
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justice, benevolence,
all in

Ethical Religion,

The waste

it

be any praying at
for the help of man.

If there is to

truth.

must be

to

man

is thus finely rebuked by
Churches, but open the hearts of
your worshipers, as you seek to move the heart of God, the need

of prayer by the churches

"Could

Mr. Salter.

you,

O

for all other prayer would soon be gone."
That is a grand sentiment, and there is practical utility in
prayer of that kind, but it is not Ethical Religion, it is Ethics
and religion will have nothing to do with it. Religion without its
essential attributes is like air without oxygen, its vital principle
is gone.
"The old religions," says Mr. Salter, " leave us on our
knees in rapt contemplation and worship, the new will summon
us to stand erect." Very well, but if we cling to the word religion,
can we escape its influence ? So long as we acknowledge the
power of the word, will not the spirit of it move us backward ?
-Shall we not gradually cease to stand erect, and at last seek happines again by falling on our knees " in rapt contemplation and
;

worship

"

liberty are full of inspiration.

Its

come.

It is

of

little

consequence perhaps, whether
it is an eloquent

called Ethical ReUgion, or Religious Ethics

;

to duty, calm in temper and refined in language.
faults of our social

more

in

She asked him about the contents
"

and religious

sorrow than

in anger.

It

life

it is

but

comes as a valuable helper

covers a wide range of interesting topics
of proverbs,

familiar sayings,

:

popular

Those who must constantly seek information not accessible in works of reference, can be recommended to
no more reliable and satisfactory source than "Notes and Quecustoms, quotations, etc."

ries

my

heart
I

Laura,

'

:

have
dear

could dance in the car-

from his seat like a little boy.
changed she did not know him
she withheld her hand from him, and looked at

again

;

was

fearfully

;

him, suspicioush', askance.

"The

heavens are covered with clouds," she

said,

sadly.

"But
"it will

:

II.

I

the

to think of the old books.

He jumped up
Fritz

in

M. m. t.

have received the second volume of "American Notes
A Medium of Intercommunication for Literary Men,
General Readers, etc." (Westminster Pub. Co., 619 Walnut St.,
Philadelphia.
"Notes and Queries" is an in$3.00 a year).
valuable agency of literary and historical information. The subthe origin

Veda.

the

We

"Folk-lore,

of the

to-day, exclaimed Fritz, gaily.

riage for joy."

that

ject-matter of Vol.

it

become mine.'

girl, will

call

It criticizes

with sharp censure,

the cause of social reformation.

and Queries

cannot think of

I

only one thought in

They im-

pose on us the task of working for the happiness of others in this
world instead of the selfish pursuit of our own happiness in the
to

jects."

precepts are of the highest

value, for they are all founded in practical morality.
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he looked confident and bold.
In the house he
had always been modest, while Laura had more than
once thought of this relation, and had written in her
book: " When two human beings are united in soul
they ought to let each other know it." Now he used
little ceremony. He looked boldly out of the carriage,
and when they met travelers did not retreat as she
had done after meeting the milkwoman, but looked as
if challenging notice, and greeting people first.
"I must begin about the Hindus," she said to
herself, "in order to turn his thoughts to other sub-

"I am too happy

?

Those remarks do not in the least impair the value of the
boak itself.
Claiming for ethics the highest rule of life, its
argument is very strong, while its appeals for justice, truth, and

world
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the sun shines above them," replied Fritz;

come out again

we examine

mother gave us
good in it.

;

a few minutes.

I propose
bag which my
hope there will be something

in

the great leather
I

Thus did the prose of the Hahn family betray
and Laura observed with secret regret how
eagerly the Doctor rummaged the bag. She had, how-

itself,

ever, in her excitement thought little of her breakfast,

so

when

Fritz offered her

tended her

little

hand

some

'for it,

of its contents she ex-

and both ate

heartily.

Something darkened the seat next the coachman
a misshapen head showed itself at the window, and a
Laura
discordant snarl was heard in the carriage.

"

;

NOTES.

We propose,

our following number, to begin a series of
essays by M. Th. Ribot, translated with his permission from the

"Psychology

in

of Attention,"

under which

title

pointed terrified at the apparition.

"Merciful heavens, there

they will appear.

M. Alfred Binet informs us that he will reply during the
course of the present month, to the remarks of Mr. Romanes,
which appeared in No. gS of The Open Court, and were written
in defense of the standpoint that M. Binet had criticized in his
work " The Psychic Life of Micro-Organism." M. Binet hopes
to be able to satisfy Mr. Romanes, while still upholding the

"He
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the dog again

!"

;

he were

position he has taken.

is

The Doctor also looked angrily at the hostile figure.
"Drive him away," cried Laura "make him run
home."
"He will hardly find his way back," replied the
Doctor, thoughtfully; "what would your father say if
lost ?

"

has been the enemy of

my

life,"

exclaimed

"and must we now take him with us into the
world? The idea is insupportable, and a bad omen,
Laura

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER XXXIX. — Continued.

;

Fritz."

Laura looked at him tenderly, but then immediately
drew back and ensconced herself in a corner of the
xarriage.
Fritz was quite different to-day from usual
;

"Perhaps we shall meet a wagon that will take
him back again," said the Doctor, consolingly "meanwhile we must not let him starve."
In spite of his aversion he handed him some breakfast, and the dog disappeared again under the apron.
;
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But Laura continued disturbed.
'
'

Fritz,

dear Fritz, " she exclaimed, suddenly,

'
'

you

must leave me alone."

The Doctor looked

her with astonishment. The
you was an orthographical error which must be atoned

He was

for.

at

again about to give her a kiss, but she

drew back.
" If you love me,

Fritz,

;

Laura, imploringly.

She looked so serious and depressed that Fritz
obediently stopped the carriage, descended from

it,

and climbed upon the coach-box. Laura drew a deep
breath, and became more tranquil.
Her words had
influenced him.

Intractable as he was, he would
do much to please her.
She sat alone, and her
thoughts became more cheering.
The Doctor turned
round frequently, knocked at the window, and asked

He was

she was.

very tender-hearted, and

full

of loving attentions.

"The whole

She looked out
ring the leaves

"Fritz,

;

of the carriage, the

she knocked at the

wind was

window

stir-

:

windy, you have no shawl on."
"I shall no longer use one," called out the Doctor,
"this effeminacy must be shaken off."

"I beg

it is

of you, Fritz, not to

one round you, or you

"With
"Take

a.

you,

it,

I

my

will certainly

will certainly not

darling Fritz,

Put

be so childish.

I

"That sounds quite different,"
The window was opened, and

put

beg

s,a.i A. you
four times," began Fritz, reprov"If it continues thus, you will have a large
reckoning to pay."
"Be serious," began Laura, "I am in a very
solemn mood. I am thinking of our future. I will
think of it day and night, dearest one, that you may
not feel the loss of your mother.
Your dear mother
has always taken your coffee up to you, but that is unsociable, you shall come over to me and take your
breakfast with me
your Hindus must grant this halfhour to me. About ten o'clock I shall send you over
an egg, and at dinner-time you will come over again
I shall take care that the cooking is good
we
to me.
will live simply, as we are accustomed, and well.
Then you shall tell me something about your books
that I may know what my husband is occupied with,

ingly.

;

;

is

en-

said Fritz.

the shawl put out.

firm as a rock," said Laura, seating her-

"Complaisant as he appears, he knows
what he chooses to do, and, contrary to his own con-

victions, will not give in,
I

am

still

even to me.

That

is ail

a childish creature, and

my

for the

father

need a husband who will look more
calmly on the world than I do."
It began to rain.
The coachman put on his cloak,
and Fritz spread his plaid and enveloped himself in
it.
She became very anxious about Fritz, and again
knocked at the window.
"It is raining, Fritz."
in the right;

I

In the afternoon

we

will

take

a walk together in the streets."
'
'

What do you mean ? " asked

'here,' 'in

Fritz,

Surely

the streets'?

we

'

'
'

over there,

shall

live

to-

gether."

Laura looked

at

him with open

eyes,

and a blush

slowly mantled over her face up to her temples.

cannot, as

man and

wife, live

different

in

houses ?"

Laura held her hand before her eyes and remained
As she did not answer, Fritz drew her hand
quietly from her face, and large tears rolled down her
silent.

cheeks.

"My

mother," she said,

Fritz said, sympathizingly

on."

it

of thee,"

self again.

was

chief.

softly, as

So touching was the expression

catch cold."

treated Laura.

best, for

drops on his hair and shawl with her pocket-handker-

"We

to it."

well

The carriage stopped, and Fritz obediently got
down and entered it, while Laura wiped away the rain-

for this is a wife's right.

responsibility for his health rests on

me," she thought, "what hitherto his dear mother has
done for him now becomes my duty. A delightful duty,
dear Fritz.
I will keep him from working at nights,
for his health is delicate, and every day I will go walking with him, in the coldest weather, to accustom him

"He

This the Doctor could not deny.
" Come in, you will get wet and catch cold. "

"You

you must now leave me
alone," she cried out, wringing her hands.
"How can I do that?" asked Fritz "we are traveling for good into the great world."
"Get upon the box by the coachman," begged

how
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"Do

she wept.

of her grief, that

:

not grieve, Laura, about her,

we

live

will

where you like, and exactly as you think fit."
But even these kind words could not comfort the
poor soul, whose maidenly anxieties cast a shadow
over her future.
The colored haze with which her
childish fancy had invested her free life in the neighborhood of her loved one, had been dissolved.
She sat silent and sad.

The coachman stopped

before a village inn to re-

fresh himself and his horses.

The young landlady

stood at the door with her child in her arms

;

she ap-

proached the carriage and civilly invited them to
alight.
Laura looked anxiously at the Doctor he
nodded, the carriage door was opened. Laura seated
herself on a bench in front of the door, and asked the
young woman questions about her family, in order to
;
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show

The woman

the self-possession of a traveller.

answered, confidently

"This

our

is

:

we have been married

child,

first

Excuse me, but

scarcely two years.

suppose you

I

are a )'Oung married couple."
-

Laura rose

cheeks glowed

hastily, her

a

deeper red

than the rising sun, as she answered with alow

"Then you

"How

"No."

are engaged without doubt," said the

woman, "that can be seen

at once."

could you discover that?" asked Laura,

without raising her eyes.
"One sees evidence of

"the way

it,"

replied the

woman,

*

which you looked at the gentleman was
significant enough."
"A good guess," exclaimed the Doctor, gaily; but
he also colored slightly.
Laura turned away and struggled for composure.

The

in

*

in the

her happiness, but

came and

city

now

Since her daughter had left, Mrs. Hummel
trembled for fear of the anger of her husband.
She
knew from Laura that he had not objected to the journey to Bielstein, and only wished to appear unconscious of it in order to maintain his defiant character
towards his neighbors. But of what was to follow, he

houses.

secret of her journey

was known

*
sat anxiously in the hostile

.

Meanwhile the mothers

was apparent to every one.
and was spoken of in the
Her betrothal had been settled by the talk
villages.
Yet her parents had not laid her hand
of strangers.
in that of her lover, nor had any of her friends wished
It

177:

and I, the mischief-maker, the misanthropist, who have caused so much sorrow to this
poetic soul, who have been cursed in her journal in both
prose and verse, I, the common and unworthy being
who used to lie at her feet, sit by her side the gloomy
figure of her fate, the spectre of her youth, and the
bad omen of her future life. I lie in the place where,
in her childish poetry, she has long dreamt of another,
and I mock at her tears and anxiety." He licked his
beard and looked from under his long hair contemptuously at her. Laura knocked at the window, resolved
to leave the carriage herself and sit upon the box.
ting on the box,

the stranger on the high road

what she was.
"If the woman had known all, how that I was
eloping secretly with Fritz Hahn, without betrothal or
marriage,
how would she have looked upon me?"
thought Laura.
told her to her face

—

—

would give no information when it came to a decision
as to what was to become of Laura and the Doctor,
she felt there was everj'thing to fear from him.
Mrs.
Hummel had encouraged the journey in order to com;

pel the consent of the family tyrant; but
distrustful of her

own

cleverness.

now

she

felt

In her sad perover her morning

her mantle on,
and hastened out of the house

plexity she put

to seek consofrom her neighbor.
The heart of Mrs. Hahn was burdened with similar
cares; she also was prepared, in her morning dress
and mantle, to go over to Mrs. Hummel. The women

dress,

She entered the carriage before the coachman had
finished feeding the horses, and again tears flowed
from her eyes. The Doctor, who did not anticipate
this change of mood, was about to enter, when Laura,

lation

quite beside herself, exclaimed

met outside the two houses, and began an exchange

"I beg

of

you

to sit

:

by the coachman,

I

very

feel

sad."

"Why?"

asked Fritz,

softly.

"I have done wrong,"
of

said

What

should like to return.

Laura.

will that

"Fritz,

woman

I

think

me ? She saw right well that we were not engaged."
"But are we not?" asked the Doctor, astonished.

"I consider myself
friends to
in that

as

whom we go

decidedly engaged, and the

will clearly look

upon the

to leave

me

alone

They made use

of the neutral

;

dramatic salutation with his hand.

Mrs.

Hummel

looked with anxiety at her favorite guest, she feared
his conjectures and still more his sharp tongue.
His

now;

face

any human being if I
at the window."
Fritz again climbed on the coach-box, and Laura
passed a sorrowful hour in the solitude of her carto

;

riage.

She

motherly anxieties.

ground that lay between the hostile domains for quiet
intercourse, and forgot that they were standing in the
The bells sounded and the church-goers restreet.
turned, yet they were still standing together talking
The comedian approached
over the past and future.
them elegantly dressed as he drew near he made a

affair

point of view."

"I conjure j'ou, Fritz,
what I feel I cannot confess
become calmer I will knock

of

was radiant with pleasure and

his gestures

were

sympathetic.

"What

a surprise," he exclaimed, in the tone of a

"what an agreeable surprise?
made up wreaths of flowers from one

warm-heal'ted uncle;

The

old quarrel

;

house to the other the discord of the fathers is atoned
for by the love of the children. I offer my hearty con;

felt

something strange on her cloak, looked

with alarm at the empty seat, and started

when she

saw the demon

of her

sitting next her, the

He

enemy

life,

and
raised his moustache high in the air, as if he would
say: "/ am carrying you off.
The Doctor is sit-

the red dog.

stretched

out

his

forefeet,

gratulations."

"What

do you mean?" asked Mrs. Hummel, per-

plexed.

"An

elopement," exclaimed the comedian, raising

his hands.
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away

lows, carrying

Both mothers looked terrified.
" I must beg of you, in your remarks,

have more

meadows

the hay from the

course, uprooting reeds and tearing

in its.

was heard, the godmother came up hastily, her
hymn-book in her hand, and called out while yet in

branches of
trees, and also the ruins of habitations, which, though
The peofar above, had been reached by the flood.
ple of the estate stood by the edge of the orchard,
looking silently upon the stream and the ruins it bore
along with it. The children ran eagerly along the side
of the water, endeavoring to draw toward them with
poles whatever they could reach. They raised loud cries
when they saw a living animal floating along. It was
a kid standing on one of the boards of the roof of its
stall.
When the little creature saw the people standing near, it cried piteously, as if begging to be rescued.
Hans put out a well-hook, caught hold of the plank,
the kid sprang ashore and was taken in grand procession by the children to the farmyard and there fed.Use was standing at the new bridge leading to the
grotto.
It had only been built a few weeks, and wasnow threatened with destruction. Already the supports were bending on one side.
The force of the
water worked against the lower end, and loosened the
pegs.
The foam of the water whirled round the projecting foot of the rock, which formed the vault of the
grotto, and the power of the rising water made deep-

the distance

furrows in the flood.

to

regard for the real state of things," replied Mrs.

Hum-

mel with offended dignity.
"An elopement," again exclaimed the gentleman
triumphantly.
"Quite in conformity with the humor
of this house it is a master-stroke."
"I feel confident from our old friendship," said
Mrs. Hummel, "that you do not mean to insult us;
but I must earnestly request you to have regard, at
;

least, for

propriety."

The comedian was astonished

at the

reproaches of

his patroness.

"I only repeat what I have just been informed of
by post." He drew out of his pocket a neat letter.
"I hope that the ladies will convince themselves."
He read aloud " I beg to announce to you the betrothal of Dr. Fritz Hahn with my daughter Laura,
and their elopement this morning from her parents'
house. Yours humbly, Hummel.' This quite answers
to the character of our humorous friend."
:

The

'

ladies stood aghast.

Then

the rustling of a silk

dress

"What
people

!

does one not live to see?

Is

it

learn from the preacher in the church what is
happening here ? "
"What do you mean?" asked both ladies, quite

first

confounded.

"That
claimed

the bans of your children have been pro-

church to-day

in

for

the

first,

second, and

There was general astonishment, and
though you have acted in so unfriendly a way as to
keep it a secret, all your acquaintances were delighted.
Now the whole city is full of it."
Without speaking a word the two mothers flew
into each others' arms in the open street, midway between the houses. The comedian stood on one side
with his hand in his breast pocket, the godmother on
third time.

the other with folded hands.
*
It

was

also a troublous

"There comes some one running from the moun-

You naughty

right that the friends of the family should

tain," exclaimed the people.

A

Sunday on the

came

round the rock, with a large
mowed mountain grass on
her back.
She stopped terrified on the platform of
the rock, and hesitated about crossing the unsafe
girl

kerchief

Use's father. During the previous night a waterspout
had burst on the hills, and a wild flood poured down
where formerly the brook ran between the meadows.
The oldest people did not remember such a rush of
water.
Before this the brook had been much swollen
by the rains of the previous week, now it roared and
thundered through the narrow valley between the
manor-house and the sloping hills, and overflowed the
fields where it was not defied by the steepness of the
country and rocks.
Furiously did the water rush and
foam over the rocks and about the heads of the wil-

fresh

-

" she
"It is poor Benz's Anna " exclaimed Use
must not remain there in the wilderness. Throw your
burden away be brisk, Anna, and come over quickly. "^
!

;

—

The girl passed
"She shall be

"None

of

you

rapidly across the bridge.

commanded

the last one,"

shall attempt to

go upon

it,

for

it

Usewill,

not bear the pressure long."

Her

father

"The
fall

;

it

came

up.

flood will subside to-night

but the injury

membered.
estate of

hastily

of

full

bridge.

not
*

off

Below,

at

has overflowed the

it

has done

Rossau,
fields.

it

if

fresh rain does-

long be re-

will

appears

Mr.

still

Hummel

worse

;.

has has-

tened down, as he is anxious about the bridges on the
road on which his daughter is coming. In the village
the water has entered some of the houses the people
;

are preparing to

move

to

our farm-yard.

Go down

and.

help them," he said, turning to some laborers, and
continued, in a low tone, to his daughter: " The Prince

has gone to the village to examine the damage there.He wishes to speak to you would you like to see him.
;

now

?"

"

I

am

ready," said Use.
{Tabt rontinutd.)
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